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We Rise Above The Competition By 
Putting Our Customers’ Needs First.

About Us
With over 30 years of experience, we have become 
a manufacturing powerhouse specializing in 
precision sheet metal fabrication. 

Headquartered in San Diego County, California, 
our 100,000-sq. ft. LEED-certified facility in Vista 
houses world-class automated systems that ensure 
maximum flexibility and productivity. 

As leaders in the manufacturing industry, we 
are setting trends by delivering green product 
solutions. Our smart operations and sustainable 

practices allow us to work alongside customers and 
provide the level of service we are committed to 
delivering.

We pride ourselves on innovative design and 
engineering, superior-quality American-made 
solutions, and competitive pricing.

McCain Manufacturing is the proud fabricator 
of McCain Walls® modular solutions, designed 
to provide companies an alternative answer to 
traditional walls. 

for more info please visit : www.mccainmfg.com | www.mccainwalls.com

SUSTAINABLE & 
REUSABLE

MADE IN AMERICA 
PRODUCTS

TOP-NOTCH 
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Our dedicated in-house 
support team thrives on 

providing timely solutions 
that help customers stay 

on track. 

Manufactured and 
assembled in the United 
States, we stand strongly 
behind our high-quality, 

innovative products. 

Our products are made 
from 100% recyclable 

metals, and are 
reusable, saving tons of 

debris from landfills.
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Our McCain Walls One-Sided partitions, Two-Sided Interior Finish panels, modular office, storage and 
enclosure kits, and decorative panels provide endless benefits to our end-users. Quick and easy to install, 
remove, and reuse, McCain Walls savings increase bottom lines, reduce costs, and accelerate project 
schedules.  

Although they come in a variety of colors, we like to tell everyone, that they’re really GREEN. 
Manufactured from recyclable metal, our entire line of modular solutions are environmentally friendly. 

The reusability and reconfigurable factors of our walls have the potential to save literally tons of building 
material debris from landfills over their lifetime. 

Times have changed, and with innovative products so readily available, there’s no excuse for traditional 
wall structures when there are cost-saving options. 

Let us help you stop throwing away money on one-time use materials like drywall. With our line of 
reusable, reconfigurable McCain Walls, use them over and over again, saving time, money, and the 
environment.

McCain Walls® Modular Wall Solutions



Features & Benefits of Modular Solutions
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Manufactured from 100% recyclable metal, McCain Walls are designed to be reused and reconfigured 
effortlessly — accommodating most job site specifications. 

Movable kits enhance the modularity feature, making it simple to relocate McCain Walls systems on 
existing and new construction projects.

Sleek panels are available in standard heights of 8’ and 9.9’ (10’ with a trim cap) and panels in various 
widths; The flexible panel design accommodates any length of a wall and can be triple stacked up to 30’H 
for those unique projects.

All McCain Walls products are powder-coated to provide a commercial-grade finish, our modular walls are 
perfect for indoor, outdoor, short-term, long-term, and multi-phase projects.

EASY SETUP REUSABLE & RECONFIGURABLE
The installation and removal process is quick 
and easy; much faster than traditional walls.

Reuse as many times on new and existing projects. 
Reconfigure to meet project specs by adding doors 
and windows.

CLEAN SURFACES DUST-FREE APPLICATIONS
Powder-coat finishes make it easy to clean 
and maintain free of mold and mildew. An 
anti-microbial coating is optional.

McCain Walls do not require taping, sanding, or 
painting, creating a dust-free environment during 
the installation process.

MODERN ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY
Impress customers with a smooth, 
contemporary look, which blends into the 
surrounding environment.

Earn LEED certification points by reusing modular 
walls, recycling when done, and reducing the 
amount of building material landfill waste.

IDEAL APPLICATIONS RECYCLABLE
All of our McCain Walls systems are ideal 
for high-traffic, public areas that require 
a temporary barricade for renovation and 
construction projects across many industries:

McCain Walls are manufactured from 100% 
recyclable metals.

McCain Walls - One & Two-Sided Systems

• Airports
• Breweries
• Casinos
• Construction
• Hospitals

• Hotels
• Lifestyle Centers
• Offices
• Restaurants
• Schools

• Shopping Centers
• Sporting Venues
• Tenant Improvements
• Warehouses
• Universities

Modern and Efficient Solutions for Temporary and Permanent Walls
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McCain Walls One-Sided systems are a modern solution for temporary and permanent walls, partitions, 
and barricades. Quick and easy to install, our reusable walls keep the public safe and clear from hazardous 
construction areas.

The sleek and versatile wall panels, manufactured from 100% recyclable aluminum create a sturdy barricade, 
reconfigurable to meet most project specifications.

Many optional system configurations are available: 

One-Sided Walls

• Multiple height options

•  Single or double door modules

•  Windows

•  Custom door locks, including cipher locks

•  Interchangeable lockset core for keyed-
alike applications

•  Hospital-grade, antimicrobial powder 
coating

•  Anti-graffiti powder coating

•  Sound attenuation

Quick & Easy Modular Partitions
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McCain Walls two-sided interior finish wall panels instantly transform an area into a new space with our 
commercial-grade powder-coat finish panels.

Two-Sided Interior Finish Walls

With a custom designed 
metal hanging system, the 
two-sided interior finish 
walls can be fastened 
onto an existing one-sided 
McCain Walls system 
to create a permanent 
partition, office space, or 
be hung independently on 
existing drywall or wood 
paneling as well.

The precut holes on the 
rails make it easy to install 
the interior wall panels in a 
snap. 

No sanding, mudding, or 
painting is required, making 
this a dust-free application.   

Available in a variety of 
beautiful, contemporary 
colors and textures, the two-
sided interior finish walls 
change a dreary interior into 
a clean, modern space.

Panel widths are available in

•  6”

• 12”

• 18”

• And 24”

Standard interior finish 
panels are available in 8’ and 
10’.

For custom heights, contact 
your sales representative. 

Instant Transformations



• Assembly Rooms
• Brew Rooms 
• Clean Rooms
• High-Ceiling Spaces
• Larger Containment Spaces 
• Noise & Dust Containment
• Privacy Rooms 
• Quality Control
• Remodeling Dividers
• Separation Between 

Manufacturing Processes
• Storage
• Temporary and Permanent 

Partitions
• Warehouses
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Maximize and Increase Space

IDEAL APPLICATIONS

Modular Offices, Storage, and Enclosures

McCain Walls robust in-plant modular systems make it easy to maximize and expand spaces within a 
facility without the disruption and high-cost of new construction. 
 
The modular panel design provides a list of endless uses. Manufactured from 0.90 aluminum and 
powder-coated with a high-commercial finish, the systems are easy to maintain clean, making it an ideal 
solution for biotech manufacturing, industrial warehouses, breweries, commercial spaces, and more.

All of our McCain Walls modular kits are quick and easy to install, saving you time, money and labor. 
Modular rooms are mounted in a fraction of the time it would take to build a traditional drywall applica-
tion with only a couple of installers and minimal tools, 

Available in a variety of textures and colors, the wall’s finish supports transit graphics for those looking 
to generate additional revenue with branding and advertising opportunities.

And because they’re modular, McCain Walls modular systems are considered equipment under IRS Sec-
tion 179, making them an asset with a 5-year depreciable life. 

The use and benefits of McCain Walls in-plant rooms are endless, and the beauty is that they are recon-
figurable and modular, designed to support growing businesses. 



Decorative Wall Panels
Customize Interior and Exterior Spaces

Make a statement with modern, custom decorative 
panels. 

Our contemporary designs compliment the interior 
and exterior of any space, enhancing the customers’ 
overall experience. 

Logos, a tree, or abstract designs, we work closely 
with our customers to ensure they’re vision is 
translated into panels of art.

Our high-precision laser-cut decorative panels can be 
used with any McCain Walls modular solution, or by 
itself. 
The mounting bracket makes it simple to mount 

onto an existing wall structure such as drywall, 
concrete, and wood.  

The decorative aluminum panels are powder-
coated to provide a beautiful finish and 
withstand outdoor elements. 

Various finishes and textures are available, 
making it ideal for residential and commercial 
spaces. 

Our decorative panels take structured beauty 
to the next level by providing a custom solution 
to partitions, decorative window screens, 
space dividing, and custom signage.
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Gallery
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Behind the Wall, Greatness Is Happening
We’re proud to provide our customers with a series of McCain Walls green, alternative 
solutions that save them time, money, and accelerate project schedules. 

In the next couple of pages, you’ll see our modular McCain Walls in full action across 
many industries  - airports, casinos, hospitals, and more, across the US. 



San Diego International Airport | San Diego, CA
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Los Angeles International Airport | Los Angeles, CA

Boston International Airport | Boston, MA
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Aria Resort & Casino | Las Vegas, NV

The Grove | Los Angeles, CA
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Cleveland Clinic Florida | Weston, FL

UC San Diego Health | San Diego, CA
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Ontario International Airport | Ontario, CA

San Manuel Indian Bingo and Casino | Highland, CA



McCain Walls Showroom | Vista, CA
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FEATURES MCCAIN 
WALLS

OTHER 
WALLS

Reusable Components -

Reconfigurable Walls -

100% Recyclable Metal -

Simple, Quick Installation Process -

Minimal Tools Required -

Moveable Walls -

Environmental-Friendly -

Dust-Free Installation -

Qualify for Potential LEED Points -

Bacteria, Mold, and Mildew-
Resistant Surface -

Requires Taping -

Requires Sanding -

Requires Painting -

McCAIN WALLS VS. DRYWALL

Temporary walls, traditionally made of drywall and 
plywood are a staple of the construction industry. 

The lengthy process typically includes building 
wall frames, hoisting heavy drywall or plywood 
panels into place, adding compound, sanding, 
and painting. When there is no longer a need for 
the temporary dry walls, they are removed and 
discarded at the nearest landfill.

While this may do the job, the traditional non-
recyclable, one-time use process takes longer and 
has detrimental effects on the environment.

According to the US EPA (The United States 
Environmental Protection Agency), 25% of the 
nation’s drywall landfill waste is from renovation 
and demolition construction; 64% is from new 
construction.

Drywall waste presents a degree of environmental 
contamination when it decomposes in landfills.

First, it releases hydrogen sulfide into the air; 
then bacteria converts plasterboard paper into 
methane, a potent greenhouse gas.

The time has come to transform the old-time 
mentality of “build, remove, and trash” into 
“reuse, reconfigure, and recycle.”

It’s Time to Reuse, Reconfigure, and 
Recycle

From Renovation & 
Demolition Projects

From New 
Construction

US LANDFILL DRYWALL WASTE 

Modular VS Drywall
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Immense Potential Savings  

McCain Walls has quickly become the go-to product for large, multiphase, high-trafficked projects. From 
tenant improvements to airports, McCain Walls installation process is quick, easy, and reduces the size of 
required labor.

4,829 sq. ft. of McCain Walls in varying heights 
were installed over three nights by six installers 
as part of a multiphase renovation project. 

Double-stacked walls were used for a 175' 
section of the terminal.

Phase 1 in Terminal Two, totaling almost 4,000 Sq. Ft. 
of McCain Walls was completed in four hours by six 
installers.

This installation is one of a multi-phase project in 
Terminal Two. 

2.5 days

8'H x 120'L
+ 10'H x 300'L

4 Hours

+14'H x 175'L Stacked

 11'H x 51'L
+ 9'H x 202'L

SAN DIEGO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
4,829 SQ FT

LOS ANGELES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
3,960 SQ FT

# OF INSTALLERS SPECS # OF INSTALLERS SPECS

INSTALLATION TIME INSTALLATION TIME

Time Studies

Return On Investment

Case study results from UC San Diego Health’s tenth consecutive use of McCain Modular Walls 30’L x 8’H, two - 90-degree corners, and one single door kit. 

= ROI
$3,257

UC San Diego health is a prime example of how the 
initial investment of a McCain Walls modular system has 
provided immense savings. 
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